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Russia and Iran Revisited: Business First, Maybe Friends Later
7 Feb 2023: Russia and Iran announced plans to build a factory near the Russian town of Yelabuga (600
miles E of Moscow) to produce up to 6,000 drones in the coming years. The nations also announced they
were jointly working on a new engine for the Shahed-136 – the suicide drone used in more than 600
attacks against Ukraine over the past 7 months. These developments build on growing ties between the
two nations and “poses a threat not just to Ukraine, but to Iran’s neighbors in the region.” 

Iranian President Raisi visited with Russia’s
Putin in Moscow on 19 Jan 2022 – the first
meeting between the two nations’ leaders
since 2017. Putin remarked they should
“closely cooperate in the international
arena” and Raisi added they have “no
restrictions on…expanding ties with a
friendly Russia and these ties will become
strategic.” Both emphasized the growing
trade between the two nations which grew
by 6% in 2020 and 38% in 2021 – but was
still very modest at just $3.3B.

 

International aviation experts noted almost 70 Iranian cargo flights (Iran Air, Mahan Air, IRGC-
affiliated Qeshm Fars Air, and Saha Airlines) flew from Tehran to Russian military airfields around
Moscow between 27 Mar and 3 Nov 2022 – a significant increase over 2021. All five state-sponsored
airlines are known weapons transporters – Mahan Air, for example, regularly flew fighting personnel
and weaponry to Damascus during their civil war as far back as 2013.

 

A Russian delegation visited Kashan Airfield
twice in Jun/Jul 2022 to assess Iranian-built
drones for use in Ukraine as Russian supplies
became increasingly strained by combat
losses and sanctions. The first batch of ~400
Shahed-136s were delivered in August and
assessed as fully expended by mid-Nov. 
Putin visited Tehran 19 Jul 2022 to meet with
Turkey’s Erdogan and Iran’s Raisi regarding
the Astana format for Syria. At the time, Putin
was widely believed to have asked for Iranian
drones during their third meeting of the year.

On 9 Aug 2022, Russia launched a Russian-built (but Iranian operated) Kyahham satellite on a Soyuz
rocket from Baikonur, potentially fulfilling an agreement reached in Aug 2015 to place a “remote
sensing satellite” into orbit. 
The Iranian-built and supplied Mohajer-6 was in operation in Ukraine in/around Sep 2022 with one
model taken completely intact by Ukrainian forces. Subsequent analysis showed 3/4 of the
electronics were Western in nature, highlighting Iran’s inability to indigenously produce sensitive
components…but also exposing a significant supply chain security concern for critical guidance,
power, and control elements getting through sanctions.
On 15 Sep 2022, Russian President Putin and Iranian President Raisi met in Samarkand during the
Shanghai Cooperation Organization summit, the same day Iran signed a Memorandum of Obligations
to become a permanent member of the body. Raisi remarked, “The relationship between countries
that are sanctioned by the US, such as Iran, Russia or other countries, can overcome many problems
and issues and make them stronger” while Putin was a bit more sober, adding relations were
“developing positively.”

https://eurasiantimes.com/ukraine-war-russia-iran-plan-to-setup-drone-manufacturing-facility/
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/russia-providing-unprecedented-military-support-iran-exchange-drones-o-rcna60921
https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/blogs/iransource/irans-new-president-just-met-with-vladimir-putin-in-russia-what-to-make-of-it/
https://gerjon.substack.com/p/the-war-in-ukraine-irans-airlift
https://www.forbes.com/sites/pauliddon/2022/11/16/iran-is-once-again-using-its-civilian-airliners-to-ferry-arms/?sh=717b6fb9363c
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-syria-crisis-iran/exclusive-iran-steps-up-weapons-lifeline-to-assad-idUSBRE92D05U20130314
https://www.cnn.com/2022/07/15/politics/russian-visit-iran-weapons-capable-drones/index.html
https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/nature-and-extent-iran-russia-defence-ties
https://www.axios.com/2022/07/18/putin-erdogan-raisi-summit-tehran-syria
https://www.reuters.com/world/russia-launches-iranian-satellite-into-space-under-shadow-western-concerns-2022-08-09/
https://www.thespacereview.com/article/4475/1
https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/iranian-mohajer-6-drones-used-by-russia-loaded-with-western-parts
https://www.wsj.com/articles/ukrainian-analysis-identifies-western-supply-chain-behind-irans-drones-11668575332
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2022/9/15/iran-signs-memorandum-join-shanghai-cooperation-organisation


The newfound Russia-Iran partnership is more likely the result of sanctions and isolation than one built on
mutual friendship as both treat each other as “partners of convenience.” Both nations supply key elements the
other requires as part of their respective regional strategies and there are signs they’re actively pursuing
bartering deals for goods and services (Tehran is known to lack cash reserves for outright purchases).The two
nations are also building a sanctions-defying trade route stretching from St. Petersburg through Moscow and
Astrakhan, crossing the Caspian Sea, through Tehran, and out through southern ports of Bandar Abbas and
Chabahar. We expect to see additional opportunities for cooperation – particularly as the Ukrainian War drags
on – as both nations attempt to weather the effects of sanctions through areas of mutual interest.

Putin and Raisi “touched upon some pressing bilateral issues with a focus on how to build up
cooperation in the political, trade and economic areas, including in the field of transport and logistics”
during a 12 Nov phone call many analysts feel will increase defense-related exchanges.
The two leaders spoke again on 12 Jan 2023 regarding on-going concerns to “restore [Syria’s] 

On 16 Jan 2023, Iran confirmed a deal to
acquire 24 Su-35 “Super Flanker” as soon as
21 Mar 2023, and likely stationed at Isfahan
in central Iran. The Su-35 represents a
significant leap forward since the last
modern fighters (MiG-29s) were delivered
in the 1990s. The same reports intimate
Russia may also supply ramjet-powered
supersonic cruise missiles as well as the
potent S-400 surface-to-air missile system
(Iran previously took delivery of the S-300
in 2016).

       territorial integrity” and other items of    
       “mutual benefit.”

Understanding the Challenges of Environmental Crime
Environmental crime is an illegal act that directly harms the environment. These illegal activities
involve the environment, wildlife, biodiversity, and natural resources. According to international law
enforcement, environmental criminals pose a “grave threat” to daily living, the planet, and to future
generations. Environmental crimes (EC) truly do not have borders as iIllegal dumping of hazardous
waste into oceans and rivers affects an entire ecosystem that humans depend on. Furthermore, law
enforcement highlights that:  

Illegal logging and destruction of flora causes erosion, destroys habitats, and kills already endangered
wildlife. Elsewhere, animals are being poached to extinction, once sustainable fishing grounds are now
being decimated by overfishing, and toxic chemicals are being illegally released into rivers and oceans
causing fatal health issues like cancer and mercury poisoning. 
EC is the fourth largest criminal activity in the world and it is increasing by five to seven percent every
year. 
EC generates $230 billion in illegal profit annually. 

https://carnegieendowment.org/politika/88318
https://ecfr.eu/article/suspicious-bind-irans-relationship-with-russia/
https://moderndiplomacy.eu/2022/12/27/russia-and-iran-are-building-a-trade-route-that-defies-sanctions/
https://www.al-monitor.com/originals/2022/01/putin-raisi-look-boost-trade-regional-cooperation-moscow-talks
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2022/11/12/putin-raisi-discuss-deepening-ties-between-russia-and-iran
https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20230112-kremlin-announces-putin-raisi-discussion-about-syria/
https://eurasiantimes.com/leaving-the-west-baffled-iran-confirms-purchasing-24-russian/
https://moderndiplomacy.eu/2023/01/05/dozens-of-russian-sukhoi-su-35-fighter-jets-to-be-delivered-to-iran/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/iran-announces-delivery-of-russian-s-300-missile-defense-system/2016/05/10/944afa2e-16ae-11e6-971a-dadf9ab18869_story.html
https://www.interpol.int/en/Crimes/Environmental-crime


The same routes used to smuggle wildlife across countries and continents are often used to traffic
weapons, drugs, and people. EC often occurs hand in hand with other offenses such as passport fraud,
corruption, money laundering, and even murder.

In Salinas, Puerto Rico, illegal destruction of protected mangroves to make room for construction led to
extensive damage from hurricane Maria as mangroves naturally protect shorelines during hurricanes. 

Organized Crime

Research finds a close link between the dynamics of environmental crime and the presence of organized
crime factions. Both are directly related, especially with regard to timber smuggling and illegal mining in
the Amazon. 

Timber is the most lucrative of EC’s 

Worth an estimated $51–$152 billion annually, the illegal timber industry simultaneously threatens the
world’s forests and steals from local communities that rely on forests for food, health, and wealth. The
corruption associated with illegal logging weakens the rule of law and fuels the cycle of transnational
crime.

Illegal Habitat Destruction

Criminal land clearing is done for profit and has devastating consequences to humans. 

Illegal Fishing

Based on satellite data and US Coast Guard reporting, China is sending a previously invisible armada of
industrial boats to illegally fish around the world and are escorting their fleets with armed Chinese
Maritime Militia’s.

vessels for signs of illegal, unreported, or unregulated fishing, a legal activity on the high seas.

To evade UN sanctions forbidding
its export of seafood products,
North Korea sells squid fishing
permits to Chinese companies, who
send out droves of boats to fish in
North Korea’s exclusive economic
zone. Chinese illegal fishing in North
Korean waters spearheaded a
decline in once-abundant squid
stocks by more than 70 percent. 
A Chinese fishing fleet attempted to
ram a heavily armed U.S. Coast
Guard cutter in the Galapagos
Islands. The US ship was there to
inspect the 

https://apnews.com/article/climate-caribbean-puerto-rico-mangroves-36e4e66f520e241f315fa4a1d8558ac1
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/internacional/en/scienceandhealth/2023/01/environmental-crime-and-organised-crime-go-hand-in-hand-in-the-amazon-says-researcher.shtml
https://www.usaid.gov/biodiversity/illegal-logging-and-deforestation
https://www.usaid.gov/biodiversity/illegal-logging-and-deforestation
https://www.upi.com/Top_News/World-News/2021/08/02/china-Chinese-fishing-trawler-detain-South-Korea-North-Korea/6481627913688/
https://www.csis.org/blogs/new-perspectives-asia/cracking-down-illegal-chinese-fishing-north-korean-waters
https://www.adn.com/nation-world/2022/11/01/china-fishing-fleet-defied-the-us-in-confrontation-on-the-high-seas/


Corruption, limited funding, lack of cooperation between law enforcement bodies, lack of equipment,
and personnel fuel the challenge.
Prosecution is an issue because laws are unclear and evidence is difficult to gather. 

Getting citizens to report crimes via tech/apps in Ireland has had several successes. Citizens take
pictures and create reports that are delivered to authorities through an App called “See it, Say it”.
Drones: “Eco drones” used to monitor environment and access areas that may be protected from sight
or on private property. Prior to drones it was up to witnesses to report a crime that often turned into a
“he said, she said” situation. 
Satellites: Can identify smuggling routes, be used to locate, report, and map. Multi- and hyper-spectral
imagery can be used to monitor large areas. 

The Challenge

Safeguarding the environment is particularly challenging and cases of EC often go undetected.
Environmental law is vague, complicated, and requires scientific understanding. 

Using Technology to Fight EC

International agencies tend to use intelligence led policing to fight EC. Access to databases for tax evasion,
trafficking, money laundering help but technology has proven to be an excellent partner in detection,
tracking, and evidence gathering.

The rising global scarcity of natural resources increasingly attracts transnational criminal organizations. In
turn, the organizations rapidly shift from ‘traditional’ organized crime activities, such as drug or human
trafficking, to the illegal trade in natural resources.

PAI and OSINT Resources

In the second part of our discussion on Open Source Intelligence and Publicly Available Information we
look into resources. There are countless resources to check, depending on what a user is looking to do.
Before getting started, understanding the limitations of Publicly Available Information is also
important. With significant amounts of disinformation, misinformation, propaganda, agenda driven
information, etc., utilizing multiple sources to check the veracity of information is a must. 

The value of the global illegal wildlife trade is
estimated at between $10-$23 billion per
year, making wildlife crime the fourth most
lucrative illegal business after narcotics,
human trafficking, and arms for terrorist
groups.
Illegal trade is the most immediate threat to
many populations of elephants, great apes,
lions and other endangered species in
Central Africa. In 2007 Cameroon, the
Western Black 

Illegal Wildlife Smuggling

Rhino was declared extinct as a result of intensive illegal trade. 

https://ph.usembassy.gov/u-s-donates-php-1-6-million-to-counter-wildlife-trafficking-and-environmental-crime-in-palawan/


Different graphic user interfaces exist like Newsmap to produce a visual display of the most popular
news based on a variety of categories. 

To get started with PAI research, determine what websites and data to use on a recurring basis. There
are a variety of ways to save sources of data, to include bookmarking, Word or Excel documents, or
building a webpage. It takes a long time to build resources and new resources will likely be added
often. A few great examples of how to organize PAI data sources are this PAI page and Linktree. 
With thousands of news agencies to choose from to provide an overview across many news
organizations across the world, reviewing the Wall Street Journal, Reuters, BBC, Al Jazeera, and AP
News gives a good mix of worldwide perspectives with a more central view. Keep in mind media bias
as different resources are used. 

https://newsmap.ijmacd.com/
https://newsmap.ijmacd.com/
https://newsmap.ijmacd.com/
https://newsmap.ijmacd.com/
https://newsmap.ijmacd.com/
https://start.me/p/DPknkY/reports
https://linktr.ee/snyde21
https://linktr.ee/snyde21
https://www.wsj.com/
https://www.reuters.com/
https://www.bbc.com/news
https://www.aljazeera.com/
https://apnews.com/


News services like Newsbreak that combine global, national, and local news and have the ability to
send push notifications via text or email are also helpful.  

Sites like Information Is Beautiful provide stunning graphics regarding data sets of current interest.

https://www.newsbreak.com/asheville-nc
https://informationisbeautiful.net/


In this short article, one should start to see the vastness and complexity of PAI and Open Source Intelligence.
In our next edition of The Intel Flash, we will focus on country and topic specific PAI and OSINT resources. We
would like to hear about your PAI interests and resources as well! 

Subscription based services can provide
data from social media and other resources
based on specific query parameters. A
couple of these services are Dataminr and
Seerist. This alert type of publicly available
information dissemination has many
benefits. Once the queries have been built
and set in motion, they will send alerts,
pushing data to an analyst instead of them
having to go out and find it every time.
Without access to a license for these
services, one has to pay for access on their
own. There is still a lot of information to be
gleaned out there without paying for a
service, but these services are a great force
multiplier.

Publicly available information scraping tools abound. To
rapidly sift through the endless PAI available, investing
in a scraping tool will make searches more expedient.
Some of these scraping tools include Maltego,
SpiderFoot, and Owlint. Tools are used for a variety of
capabilities and finding the right tool or tools to suit
specific needs takes research, and sometimes, trial and
error. Take a look at these links for other top open
source tools and web scraping tools. 
As a company that supports the DoD and other
militaries around the world, researching PAI related to
defense is essential. Reviewing Defense One, DIA,
Defence Blog, Janes, Rand, Real Clear Defense,
Tearline.mil, The Defense Post, and War on the Rocks,
to name a few, is essential. 

Finally, global incident displays like Liveuamap and the Global Incident Map provide additional Graphic
User Interface experiences that can be tailored to the user’s needs.

https://www.dataminr.com/
https://seerist.com/
https://www.maltego.com/
https://github.com/smicallef/spiderfoot
https://owlint.fr/
https://usersearch.org/updates/2022/04/10/top-16-open-source-intelligence-tools-ever-made-osint/
https://popupsmart.com/blog/web-scraping-tools
https://www.defenseone.com/
https://www.dia.mil/
https://defence-blog.com/
https://www.janes.com/
https://www.rand.org/latest.html
https://www.realcleardefense.com/
https://www.tearline.mil/
https://www.thedefensepost.com/
https://warontherocks.com/
https://liveuamap.com/
https://www.globalincidentmap.com/
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Follow us on LinkedIn for updates &
analysis as different events of interest

happen!

https://www.linkedin.com/company/integrity-isr

